
USFS Strategies for 
Measuring Low-Valued

Roundwood and Biomass



Woody Biomass UtilizationWoody Biomass Utilization

In June of 2003, a MOU was In June of 2003, a MOU was 
signed by the Secretaries of signed by the Secretaries of 
Agriculture, Energy, and Agriculture, Energy, and 
Interior. Interior. 
Promoted Woody Biomass Promoted Woody Biomass 
Utilization for Restoration Utilization for Restoration 
and Fuel Treatments.and Fuel Treatments.
Established eight policy Established eight policy 
principlesprinciples
How do we quantify How do we quantify 
biomass?biomass?



What is Woody Biomass?What is Woody Biomass?

Means different things to Means different things to 
different people.different people.
Above Ground Woody Above Ground Woody 
Biomass componentized Biomass componentized 
into:into:

StumpStump
Main Stem Main Stem 
TopTop
BranchesBranches
FoliageFoliage
BarkBark



How to Cruise for BiomassHow to Cruise for Biomass

Need to know how Need to know how 
much is theremuch is there
Currently low valued or Currently low valued or 
negative valuenegative value
Need low cost estimatesNeed low cost estimates
EvaluatingEvaluating

3P 3P –– Remote Sensing Remote Sensing 
MethodMethod
Pile EstimationPile Estimation
FixFix--CountCount



3P Remote Sensing3P Remote Sensing

Using aerial Using aerial 
photography:photography:

Establish plot on photoEstablish plot on photo
Estimate volume at each Estimate volume at each 
pointpoint
Using 3P sampling, select Using 3P sampling, select 
a portion of those plots to a portion of those plots to 
visit on the groundvisit on the ground

Total biomass estimateTotal biomass estimate
LIDAR will improve LIDAR will improve 
efficiencyefficiency



Pile EstimationPile Estimation

Estimate area of the pileEstimate area of the pile
Add compaction ratioAdd compaction ratio
Multiply by weight factorMultiply by weight factor
Calculates the total Calculates the total 
biomass in the pilebiomass in the pile

Estimate ± error

Weight Factor

Pile Data

Volume

)vol(fmBSW



FIXFIX--COUNTCOUNT

Fixed plot methodFixed plot method
Trees are tallied by Trees are tallied by 
species and Diameter species and Diameter 
classclass
Diameter only biomass Diameter only biomass 
equationsequations
Trees per acreTrees per acre
Tons per acreTons per acre



Biomass EquationsBiomass Equations

Developing National Biomass Estimator LibraryDeveloping National Biomass Estimator Library
Promote interPromote inter--agency consistencyagency consistency
FMSC collaborating with FIAFMSC collaborating with FIA

Standardize component biomass definitionsStandardize component biomass definitions
Retrieve relevant equations and associated metadataRetrieve relevant equations and associated metadata
Identify gapsIdentify gaps
Provide guidance in the development of future estimatorsProvide guidance in the development of future estimators
Provide guidance in the validation of existing estimatorsProvide guidance in the validation of existing estimators



ValidationValidation

Select sample treesSelect sample trees
Measure biomassMeasure biomass
Compare to biomass Compare to biomass 
equationsequations
Several measurement Several measurement 
proceduresprocedures

Whole TreeWhole Tree
Ratio EstimatorRatio Estimator
Randomized Branch with Randomized Branch with 
Importance SamplingImportance Sampling



Whole TreeWhole Tree

Fell the treeFell the tree
Divide the tree into Divide the tree into 
relevant biomass relevant biomass 
componentscomponents

Main StemMain Stem
CrownCrown

Weigh the componentsWeigh the components
Not the best for foliage Not the best for foliage 
or bark weightsor bark weights



Ratio EstimatorRatio Estimator

Fell Tree and weigh main stemFell Tree and weigh main stem
Divide the crown into strata (3)Divide the crown into strata (3)
Select a sample of branches from Select a sample of branches from 
each strataeach strata
Weigh the branches of each strata Weigh the branches of each strata 
Divide the sample branches into Divide the sample branches into 
biomass components and weigh biomass components and weigh 
componentscomponents

FoliageFoliage
BarkBark

Component weights are expanded Component weights are expanded 
back to the crown using ratio back to the crown using ratio 
estimator for each strataestimator for each strata



Randomized Branch SamplingRandomized Branch Sampling

Develop by Develop by JessenJessen (1955) for (1955) for 
estimating fruit counts on treesestimating fruit counts on trees
Fell the tree Fell the tree 
Select a branch as follows:Select a branch as follows:

Measure the diameter of the Measure the diameter of the 
branchbranch
Measure the diameter of the main Measure the diameter of the main 
bole at the same locationbole at the same location
Sum the squares of the diametersSum the squares of the diameters
Draw a random number between 1 Draw a random number between 1 
and the sum of square diameters.  and the sum of square diameters.  
Select the branch or the main boleSelect the branch or the main bole



Randomized Branch SamplingRandomized Branch Sampling

Select a branch as follows:Select a branch as follows:
If the main stem is selected, If the main stem is selected, 
move to the next branchmove to the next branch
If the branch is selected, remove If the branch is selected, remove 
the branch, divide the branch the branch, divide the branch 
into components and weigh the into components and weigh the 
componentscomponents
The branch components are The branch components are 
expanded back to the tree by expanded back to the tree by 
using the product of the using the product of the 
probabilities probabilities 



Importance SamplingImportance Sampling

Develop by Valentine et al. (1984) for Develop by Valentine et al. (1984) for 
estimating tree biomass, volume and estimating tree biomass, volume and 
mineral content (C) in treesmineral content (C) in trees
Select a pie cut from the main stem Select a pie cut from the main stem 
using importance sampling based on using importance sampling based on 
volumevolume
Determine the weight and volume of Determine the weight and volume of 
the piethe pie
Expand the weight by volume of the Expand the weight by volume of the 
main stem.main stem.
Can be used to get moisture contentCan be used to get moisture content
Can be used with Ratio or Can be used with Ratio or 
Randomized Branch Sampling to Randomized Branch Sampling to 
determine main stem weightdetermine main stem weight



QuestionsQuestions


